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Cooperative effects in two-dimensional ring-like networks of three-center
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Cooperative effects in two-dimensional cyclic networks containing intermolecular three-centered
hydrogen bonding interactions of the type H1…A…H2 are investigated by means ofab intio
molecular orbital and density functional theory calculations. Ring-like clusters consisting of three
and up to nine monomers of thecis–cisisomer of carbonic acid H2CO3 are used as basic models,
where each unit acts simultaneously as a double hydrogen-bond donor and double hydrogen-bond
acceptor. Cooperative effects based on binding energies are evident forsH2CO3dn, wheren goes
from 2 to 9. Thus, the ZPVE-corrected dissociation energy per bifurcated hydrogen bond increases
from 11.52 kcal/mol in the dimer to 20.42 kcal/mol in the nonamer, i.e., a 77% cooperative
enhancement. Cooperative effects are also manifested in such indicators as geometries, and
vibrational frequencies and intensities. The natural bond orbital analysis method is used to
rationalize the results in terms of the substantial charge delocalization taking place in the cyclic
clusters. Cooperativity seems close to reaching an asymptotic limit in the largest ring considered,
n=9. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1895713g

I. INTRODUCTION

Three-centered hydrogen bonds are commonly found in
systems containing the O–H…O and N–H…O hydrogen
bonding structures, as well as the C–H…O/N patterns.
These three-centered hydrogen bonds occur frequently in
solid-state structures1–5 and also in biologically relevant
molecules.6–9 An array of interlinked three-center hydrogen
bonds is expected to exhibit cooperative enhancement just as
it is observed in regular two-center hydrogen-bond
arrays.10–13 Considerable attention has been given to the
study of cooperative effects in molecular clusters containing
conventional two-center H bonds.10–36 For example, some
researchers have investigated the cooperative effects of
hydrogen-bonding chains.25 King and Weinhold26 showed
that even relatively weak proton donors such as HCN could
present robust cooperative effects in large linearsHCNdn

clusters. Suhai27 carried outab initio crystal orbital calcula-
tions on quasi-one-dimensional, infinite periodic lattice of
water molecules as a first step to model cooperative effects in
various modifications of ice. Ludwiget al.28 found strong
cooperative effects in linear clusters oftrans-
N-methylacetamide; these authors also studied the hydrogen
bonding of liquid N-methylacetamide using the quantum
cluster equilibrium methodology and suggested the possibil-
ity of extending this methodology to a much broader spec-
trum of H-bonded liquids. Guoet al.29 investigated many-
body effects in systems of peptide H-bonded networks; an
encouraging conclusion from this work is that polarizable

molecular mechanics in combination withab initio and den-
sity functional methods may be useful for studying protein
structures, thanks in part to the ability of a polarizable mo-
lecular mechanics procedure to recover a major portion of
cooperative effects. Dannenberget al.30 reported an unusu-
ally high degree of cooperativity for hydrogen-bonding
chains of formamide molecules and its implications for
protein-folding models. Guoet al.31 investigated the role of
cooperativity in the formation ofb structures in proteins
without side-chain interactions. Dupréet al.32,33 conducted
energetic and topological analyses of cooperativepH- and
sH-bonding interactions in complexes of either one or two
water molecules with ethene, propene, or allyl alcohol. The
relevance of their work is discussed in terms of the elucida-
tion of the structural/functional relationships that contribute
to the signaling properties of sphingolipids. Recently, Kobko
and Dannemberg34 discussed the implications of the cooper-
ativity in chains of formamide molecules for peptide vibra-
tional spectra. It is found that cooperativity in the H-bonded
chains of formamide molecules gives rise to through
H-bonding coupling of the CvO stretches which are stron-
ger than the through covalent bond coupling of the corre-
sponding CvO stretches in polyglycines with the amide
groups connected only by covalent bonds. Kar and
Scheiner35 have just recently conducted a comparative study
of the cooperativity in C–H…O and O–H…O hydrogen
bonds. This work presents the rather interesting result that
the cooperativity of O–H…O and C–H…O bonds is similar;
although solvent effects, represented by a continuum with a
dielectric constant, result in reduced cooperativity in all sys-
tems.

Cooperativity effects in bifurcated H bonds, however,
adAuthor to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
rparra1@depaul.edu
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have been much less investigated. Recent studies have dis-
cussed cooperativity effects in terms of the two-center com-
ponents of the bifurcated H bond. These studies support the
notion that intermolecular bifurcated H-bond formation is a
process that gives rise to negative cooperative effects.36,37

For intramolecular bifurcated H bonds, examples of positive
and negative cooperative effects have been reported.38–40The
importance of resonance-assisted hydrogen bondingsRAHBd
in bifurcated hydrogen bonds was recently pointed out by
Rybarczyk-Pireket al.41 for the crystal structures of some
new phosphorochromone derivatives. These researchers ap-
plied the theory of atoms in molecules42 to some model sys-
tems and found that although bifurcated H bonds are rather
weak in their model systems, the presence of intramolecular
RAHB strengthens the bifurcated H-bond interactions. Few
studies of cooperativity effects in chains of bifurcated H
bonds have been reported. Masunov and Dannenberg43 in-
vestigated one-dimensional hydrogen-bonding aggregates,
chains and ribbons, of urea and thiourea; these authors found
the cooperative interactions for the urea and thiourea chains
to be similar, whereas the cooperative interactions for both
ribbons were found to be negligible. Donget al.44 reported
the first experimental determination of the carbonyl17O
electric-field-gradient tensor and chemical-shift tensor; the
strong hydrogen-bonding effects on these quantities were
studied by systematically modeling the H-bond network in
crystalline urea with several molecular clusters including bi-
furcated and other multicenter H bonds. The fundamental
role of bifurcated H bonds in proteins, DNA crystal struc-
tures, and other biologically relevant systems has been amply
demonstrated.45,46 For example, parallel and antiparallelb
sheets have been shown to contain a network of bifurcated H
bonds where each carbonyl O atom accepts a pair of H
bonds, one from a peptide N–H and one from a Ca–H group
of the preceding residue.46

In this paper, we report the cooperative effects in a chain
of bifurcated H bonds. Two types of bifurcated H-bond in-
teractions can be distinguished:sad one that involves a hy-
drogen atom and two acceptor atomssdenoted A1HA2d, and
sbd one that involves one acceptor atom and two hydrogen
atomssdenoted H1AH2d. Recently, we reported strong coop-
erative effects in one-dimensional chains of three centered
hydrogen bonding interactions of the former type, using one-
dimensional chains of thetrans–transconformer of the di-
formamide molecule.47 Cooperative effects in one-
dimensional aggregates of three-centered H bonding of the
H1AH2 type have been studied on chains and ribbons of urea
and thiourea using variousab initio and semiempirical
methods.43 In this work, we investigate the degree of coop-
erativity in two-dimensional ring-like structures containing
three-centered H bonding with one acceptor and two donors
sH1AH2d. In a ring-like structure, a proton-donor unit acts
simultaneously as a proton acceptor unit. As a basic motif,
we have conveniently chosen thecis–cis conformation of
carbonic acid, H2CO3. It should be mentioned that a single
molecule of a carbonic acid can exist in three different
minimum-energy conformations.48–55 The most stable con-
formations is thetrans–transisomer, followed by thecis–
trans and cis–cis forms. Previousab initio studies on the

dimer of carbonic acid, with each monomer in its most stable
trans–transconformation, show that this dimer is remark-
ably stable.52 Density functional calculations on carbonic
acid clusters of up to five units show that the most stable
clusters are linear, H-bonded analogs of the dimer with
trans–transorientation.53 Although thecis–cisconformation
is about 10 kcal/mol less stable than thetrans–transisomer,
it is nonetheless a very suitable model system for the forma-
tion of cyclic clusters of varying size that are stabilized by a
network of three-centered H-bonding interactions. The extent
of this stabilization is a reflection of the cooperative nature
of the H bonds. In this work, we report the existence and
degree of cooperativity associated with such carbonic acid
rings, sH2CO3dn, of size ranging fromn=3 to n=9.

II. METHODOLOGY

All computations were carried out using theGAUSSIAN 03

program.56 The geometries for allsH2CO3dn clusters from
n=1 to n=9 were fully optimized with subsequent frequency
calculations using the 6-311+Gsdd basis set and the B3LYP
variant of density functional theorysDFTd.57,58 The DFT
method has been extensively used in studies of H-bonded
clusters and tested against MP2, MP4, and G2ab initio
calculations.59 It has been found that the B3LYP H-bonding
geometries are in very good agreement with MP2
geometries.60–65 Geometry optimizations were performed
without any symmetry constraints, and using the Opt
=Tight convergence option which is usually necessary to
guarantee reasonable convergence and reliability of calcu-
lated frequencies. Geometries were not optimized, however,
on the counterpoise-correctedsCPd surface.66 By correcting
for the nonphysical attraction due to BSSE, CP-corrected
geometries are expected to result in H-bond separations that
are larger than those obtained by optimization in the uncor-
rected surface.67,68 It has also been pointed out that the inter-
action energies of CP-corrected optimized dimers are more
negative, before vibrational corrections, and that the
H-bonding stretching vibrations decrease in all cases. Al-
though geometries were not corrected for BSSE, the interac-
tion energies obtained at the MP2 level with the 6-31
+Gsdd , 6-31+Gsd,pd, and 6-311+ +Gs2d,2pd basis sets
were correcteda posterioriusing the counterpoise method.66

The BSSE-corrected energies were determined by means of

DE = En − o
i

n

Ei ,

whereEn is the total energy of the cluster of sizen, andEi is
the energy of the individual monomers, in the cluster geom-
etry, calculated using all the basis set of the cluster. The MP2
correlation method was used in consideration of the results
presented by Novoa and Sosa61 suggesting that this method
provides a better description of the energetics of H-bonded
complexes than density functional methods. Natural bond or-
der sNBOd analysis was performed at the HF/6-311+
+Gsd,pd level on the B3LYP/6-311+Gsdd optimized geom-
etries.
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III. MODEL SYSTEMS

The two-dimensional ring-like network of hydrogen
bonds is modeled by positioning up to nine carbonic acid
unit motifs in thecis–cisconformation so as to favor bifur-
cated H-bonding interactions. In this network, the two proton
donor atoms belong to the same molecule as depicted in Fig.
1 for n=9.

A. Energetics and cooperativity

Table I shows the CP-corrected interaction energies, av-
eraged over the number of bifurcated H bonds, of the fully
optimized clusters up ton=5 computed using the 6-31
+Gsdd , 6-31+Gsd,pd, and 6-311+ +Gs2d,2pd basis sets. It
is seen that all basis sets predict average interaction energies
that are very close to one another. A similar result was noted
in our previous work on linear chains of diformamide mol-
ecules, wherein both the 6-31+Gsdd and 6-311+
+Gs2d,2pd basis setssat the MP2 leveld show an identical
rise in H-bond energy upon going from diformamide dimer
to pentamer.47 For computational convenience and given its
relatively good performance, the interaction energies for the
larger clusters were computed at the MP2/6-31+Gsdd level.

Table II reports the MP2/6-31+Gsdd BSSE-corrected
dissociation energies before,De, and after,Do, zero-point
vibrational energy correction. It should be said that no scal-

ing factor was used for the vibrational frequencies when de-
termining the zero-point energy corrections. Also displayed
are the corresponding averagesper bifurcated H bondd dis-
sociation energieskDel, and kDol. From Table II it can be
shown that the dissociation energies increase in a fairly lin-
ear fashion with increasing size of the cluster. Formation of
the first cyclic cluster,n=3, requires major bending distor-
tions. For example, the CvO…C and thesCv dO…CvO
angles in the dimer are 159.9° and 177.9°, respectively, com-
pared with the corresponding values of 91.4° and 148.6° in
the trimer. However, the three bifurcated H bonds in the
cyclic trimer act cooperatively to offset the bending energy
strain. In fact, the average dissociation energiesswith and
without vibrational correctionsd for the trimer are about 13%
higher than those in the dimer revealing the importance of
cooperativity for overcoming the bending energy cost. En-
larging the ring size reduces the bending strain and produces
a marked increase in the average dissociation energies. For
example, the average dissociation energies for the tetramer
are now about 46% higher than those found in the dimer. The
percent increase, with respect to the dimer average dissocia-
tion energykDol, as a function of cluster size is conveniently
presented in Fig. 2. The asymptotic percent increase forkDol
is close to 80%, which is larger than the extrapolated percent
increase in the one-dimensional chains of three-center H

FIG. 1. B3LYP/6-311+Gsdd optimized geometry of the ring-like clusters
of carbonic acid containing nine monomers.

TABLE I. MP2 interaction energies per bifurcated H bond, DEskcal/mold,
for cyclic clusters of carbonic acid,sH2CO3dn.

n 6-31+Gsdd 6-31+Gsd,pd 6-311+ +Gs2d,2pd

2 −12.93 −12.78 −12.52
3 −14.55 −14.41 −14.92
4 −18.85 −18.77 −19.17
5 −20.63 −20.60 −20.84

TABLE II. Dissociation energiesskcal/mold before,De, and after,Do, zero-
point corrections; average dissociation energies,kDel andkDol; and cooper-
ativity factors in bifurcated H-bonded cyclic clusters ofsH2CO3dn.

Cooperativitya

n De kDel
b Do kDol

b De Do

2 12.93 12.93 11.52 11.52
3 43.65 14.55 39.12 13.04 2.43 2.28
4 75.40 18.85 67.76 16.94 7.89 7.23
5 103.15 20.63 92.65 18.53 9.63 8.76
6 129.18 21.53 116.52 19.42 10.32 9.48
7 154.05 22.01 139.23 19.89 10.59 9.77
8 178.48 22.31 161.52 20.19 10.72 9.91
9 202.68 22.52 183.78 20.42 10.79 10.01

aCooperativity factor defined as[D n−nD2] / (n−1), whereDn is the pertinent
dissociation energy of the cluster of sizen andD2 is that of the dimer.
bkDel andkDol are the dissociation energies divided by the number of bifur-
cated hydrogen bonds in a cluster of sizen.

FIG. 2. Percent increase, relative to dimer, of the ZPVE-corrected dissocia-
tion energies averaged over the number of three-center H bonds,kDol, as a
function of the number of molecules in the ring,n.

184325-3 Three-center hydrogen bonding J. Chem. Phys. 122, 184325 ~2005!
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bonds of diformamide moleculess62%d,47 and urea mol-
eculess55%d.43 The ordering of cooperative enhancement in
the calculated asymptotic kDol for carbonic acid
s20.70 kcal/mold, diformamides14.18d,47 and ureas10.70d43

supports the view that the degree of cooperativity is propor-
tional to the strength of the H bond.35 The same conclusion is
drawn if a graph of the percent increase ofkDel vs n is used
instead.

The cooperativity factors listed also in Table II are suit-
ably evaluated from the general formula11

Dcooperativity= fDn − nD2g/sn − 1d, n = 3,4,…,

whereD represents the pertinent dissociation energies,n is
the number of units in the cluster, andn−1 stands for the
additional bifurcated H bonds, relative to dimer, present in
the cluster of sizen. The trend in the cooperative factors
correlates with that of the average dissociation energies. The
relatively small values forn=3 reflects the energetic cost of
bending as pointed out earlier. The cooperative factors grow
by a factor of 4 upon enlarging the ring size fromn=3, to
n=6, after which they begin to converge toward their limit-
ing values.

B. Equilibrium geometries

Table III shows relevant structural parameters for the
B3LYP/6-311+Gsdd optimized clusters including the mono-
mer. The monomer parameters are close to those reported in
previous studies at the MP2/6-31Gsdd level.69 The repulsive
interaction between the hydrogen atoms is minimized by a
dihedral angleDC–O–H…H of 25°. The minimum energy struc-
ture for the dimer turns out to be nonplanar as indicated by
the ACvO…C angle of 165°, where CvO is that of the pro-
ton acceptor unit. In fact, the planar linear dimer turns out to
be a saddle point of second order. Upon dimer formation, the
two hydrogens of the proton donor unit are now in the same
plane, whereas those in the proton acceptor unit remain in
different planes, although the DC–O–H…H is substantially low-
ered relative to the monomer. The bifurcated hydrogen bond
in the dimer causes an elongation of theRCvO bond, and a

contraction of theRC–O bonds in both the donor and acceptor
units. The RO–H bonds in the proton-donor unit are length-
ened, while they remain fairly unchanged in the acceptor
unit. Geometry optimization of the linear trimer resulted in
two imaginary frequencies. By perturbing the geometry in
the direction of the imaginary frequencies, the symmetric
sC3h point groupd cyclic cluster resulted as the minimum
energy structure. Likewise, the larger clusters belong to a
correspondingCnh point group. It should be noted that no
symmetry constraints were introduced in the optimization of
the clusters. The formation of the ring-like structure in the
trimer brings about notorious changes in the structural pa-
rameters relative to the dimer geometry. One striking geo-
metrical change is the required bending of the units to adopt
the cyclic structure. The ACvO…C angle is reduced from
165° in the dimer to 91° in the trimer. Further indication of
significant bending is the AsCvdO…CvO angle which is re-
duced from 178° to 149°. The geometry distortions give rise
to a longer H-bond distanceRCvO…H in the trimer compared
to that in the dimer. With such considerable distortions, we
would expect the average dissociation energy forn=3 to be
much lower than that forn=2. However, cooperative effects
in the trimer more than compensate for the energy cost of
structural bending, and lead to a cyclic structure with en-

FIG. 3. Changes with respect to dimer geometry of relevant intramolecular
bond lengths,DrsÅd, as a function of the number of molecules in the ring,n.

TABLE III. Relevant B3LYP/6-311+Gsdd optimized bond lengthsRsÅd, angles Asdegreesd, and dihedralsD sdegreesd of sH2CO3dn clusterssn=1–9d.a

n RCvO RC–O RO–H RCvO…H RCvO…C RC…C RH…H
e ACvO…C A sCvdO…CvO DC–O–H…H

e

1 1.186 1.362 0.966 2.140 24.6
2b 1.193 1.355 0.971 2.018 −0.4
2c 1.201 1.342 0.967 2.146 11.4
2d 1.197 1.349 0.969 1.951 3.344 4.513 2.082 164.7 178.5 5.5
3 1.218 1.331 0.977 1.995 3.116 3.372 2.077 91.4 148.7 8.3
4 1.225 1.325 0.983 1.840 3.088 3.679 2.044 109.3 160.7 5.3
5 1.227 1.322 0.985 1.792 3.079 3.859 2.030 121.6 166.9 3.6
6 1.228 1.321 0.986 1.771 3.073 3.970 2.025 129.6 170.4 2.7
7 1.228 1.320 0.986 1.762 3.072 4.047 2.024 136.1 172.5 2.2
8 1.228 1.320 0.986 1.754 3.067 4.101 2.022 141.6 174.5 1.6
9 1.228 1.319 0.987 1.751 3.065 4.130 2.024 144.8 175.1 1.4

aIntermolecular parameters such as RC…C are measured between two adjacent molecules.
bGeometry information for the proton donor unit.
cGeometry information for the proton acceptor unit.
dAverage geometry values for dimer.
eGeometry parameters for the hydrogen atoms in the same molecule.

184325-4 Parra, Bulusu, and Zeng J. Chem. Phys. 122, 184325 ~2005!
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hanced stability. For the larger clusters, the cooperative ef-
fects are more pronounced in the structural parameters.
Trends in theRCvO, and RO–H elongation, and theRC–O con-
tractions can be conveniently appreciated by plotting the
shifts of the bond distances, relative to the corresponding
average values in the dimer, versus the size of the clustern.
Figure 3 shows that the cooperative enhancement as reflected
in these geometrical parameters attains saturation whenn
=7. A similar result is found by following the evolution of
the intermolecular parametersRCvO…H, RsCvdO…C, and
RC…C displayed in Fig. 4. Thus, the evolution of relevant
intra- and intermolecular parameters attests to the energetic
evolution shown in Table II and Fig. 2.

C. Infrared stretching frequencies and vibrational
intensities

Table IV shows the B3LYP/6-311+Gsdd symmetric
nO–H stretching frequencies, and thenCvO stretching fre-
quencies along with their corresponding intensities. The
symmetric nO–H stretching frequencies were conveniently
chosen because of their high intensities compared with the
asymmetric ones. It should be mentioned however, that for
clusters withnù3 and because of symmetry, there is more

than just onenO–H stretching frequency. In fact, a givennO–H

stretching frequency is associated with a collective motion of
the O–H bonds in the different units. In all clusters, the
asymmetric O–H stretching modes have very low to zero
intensity ssymmetry forbiddend. The collective symmetric
O–H stretching modes are found with both very high and
close to zero intensity, depending on the overall symmetry of
a given stretching mode. As mentioned earlier, we focus on
the symmetric O–H modes with high intensities for the dis-
cussion of cooperativity.

Dimer formation is accompanied by a sizable redshift of
the O–H stretching mode in the proton donor unitsDnO–H

=−66 cm−1d with no significant change in the proton accep-
tor unit. Also, the CvO stretching mode is shifted to the red
in both the donor sDnCvO=−15 cm−1d and acceptor
sDnCvO=−59 cm−1d units, with the shift being larger in the
latter. These redshifts increase with increasing size of the
clusters, an explicit manifestation of cooperativity. In par-
ticular, the trends of thenO–H, andnCvO frequency shifts in
the cyclic clusters relative to that in the smallest cyclic clus-
ter, n=3, are represented in Fig. 5 as functions of1/n. It is
seen that thenCvO frequency shifts can be fit by a linear
equation, whereas thenO–H frequency shifts follow a qua-
dratic correlation. Using these correlations, we find that the
estimated shifts, relative to trimer, in the limit ofn=` are
−117 and −214 cm−1 for DnCvO and DnO–H, respectively,
with the negative signs indicating shifts to the red. The lim-
iting value ofDnO–H is particularly close to that in the non-
amersDnO–H=209 cm−1d. Obtaining reliable frequency shifts
in the limit of n=` is important because of the relationship
between frequency shifts and averagesper bifurcated H
bondd, dissociation energies. Figure 6 is a graph of the aver-
age dissociation energieskDel, andkDol, as functions of the
nO–H frequency shifts relative to trimer. Using the linear fits
for these functions and the limiting value forDnO–H, the
dissociation energieskDel, and kDol are estimated to con-
verge to 22.8 and to 20.6 kcal/mol, respectively in the limit

FIG. 4. Changes with respect to dimer geometry of relevant intermolecular
bond lengths,DrsÅd, as a function of the number of molecules in the ring,n.

TABLE IV. Relevant stretching frequenciesscm−1d, intensitiesAskcal/mold, intensity ratios, and cooperativity
factorsscm−1d in sH2CO3dn clusters.

Cooperativityc

n nOH
a nCO AOH ACvO sAOHdn/ sAOHd1 sACvOdn/ sACvOd1 AOH ACvO

1 3773 1908 51 468 1 1
2b 3707 1893 675 215 13 0.5

3777 1849 84 1212 2 3
3 3609 1812 706 657 14 1 0 0
4 3502 1784 1908 1187 37 3 60 19
5 3454 1767 3238 1882 63 4 82 31
6 3428 1754 4626 2690 91 6 89 38
7 3417 1750 5935 3563 116 8 88 41
8 3408 1738 7373 4449 145 10 86 42
9 3401 1732 8767 5379 172 11 82 42

aSymmetric stretching frequencies.
bThe first row forn=2 corresponds to the proton donor, and the second row to the proton acceptor.
cCooperativity factors defined relative to the smallest cyclic cluster as[An/n−A3/3] /n, whereA is the pertinent
intensity of the cluster of sizen andA3 is that of the trimer.

184325-5 Three-center hydrogen bonding J. Chem. Phys. 122, 184325 ~2005!
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of n=`. These limiting values represent a percent increase of
over 77%. A very similar result forkDol was noted already
by inspection of Fig. 2.

Another useful indicator of hydrogen bonding is the
magnification of the vibrational intensities, AO–H, and ACvO.
Thus, thenO–H intensitysdonor unitd in the dimer is about 13
times more intense than that in the monomer. The corre-
spondingnCvO sacceptor unitd intensity in the dimer is al-
most three times that of the monomer. For the cyclic clusters,
nù3, the intensification ratios grow linearly with increasing
size of the cluster. The convergence of the intensification for
nCvO andnO–H stretching modes in the cyclic clusters can be
gleaned from the last two columns of Table IV. Here, the
cooperativity factors are conveniently defined in terms of the
smallest cyclic cluster, trimer as

Acooperativity= fAn/n − A3/3g/n, n = 3,4,…,

whereA represents the pertinent intensitiesnCvO or nO–H for
a cluster of sizen. Figure 7 shows a convenient display of
the results. It is apparent again that cooperativity as reflected
in these parameters is already close to saturation forn=9.70

IV. NBO ANALYSIS

Earlier reports35,47,71,72have shown the importance of the
role of charge transfer interactions involved in the H-bond
formations. Molecular units acting simultaneously as both
H-bond donor and H-bond acceptor form extended chains or

rings in which individual hydrogen bond enhances the
strength of each other by mutual polarization. We employed
the NBO method and the HF/6-311+ +Gsd,pd level for ana-
lyzing wave functions of the B3LYP/6-311+Gsdd optimized
ring-like carbonic acid clusters. The charge transfer from the
acceptor oxygen lone pairs to the antibonding O-H orbitals,
snO→sO-H

* d, is calculated and examined along with the as-
sociated delocalization energies.

A. Delocalization energies

An examination of all possible interactions between
“filled” selectron-donord Lewis-type NBOs and “empty”
selectron-acceptord non-Lewis NBOs, allows us to estimate
their energetic importance by second-order perturbation
theory. In the carbonic acid cyclic clusters studied here, the
transfer of electron density from the lone pairs of the accep-
tor oxygen atom,nO, to the antibonding orbitals of the O–H
bonds in the proton donor,sO-H

* , is seen to give the strongest
stabilization energy. The delocalization energies due tonO

→sO–H
* charge transfers can be approximated by70

En→s*
s2d < s− 2dFsn,s*d2/sC̄s*-C̄nd,

whereC̄s* , and C̄n are diagonal elementssorbital energiesd,
and F(n,s*) is the corresponding off-diagonal NBO Fock
matrix element. The average results, per bifurcated hydrogen
bond, are presented in Table V for the cyclic clusters. These
stabilization energies are considered to be important contri-
butions to the cooperative enhancement of the H-bonding

FIG. 5. Changes, relative to dimer, of the B3LYP/6-311+Gsdd harmonic
stretching frequenciesscm−1d , nCvO and nO-H, as a function of 1/n, with
n=number of molecules in the ring.

FIG. 6. Average dissociation energiesskcal/mold of the cyclic clusters as a
function of the corresponding O–H stretching frequenciesscm−1d, shifted to
the red relative to the smallest cyclic clustern=3.

FIG. 7. Cooperativity factorsscm−1d of the cyclic clusters, relative to trimer,
based on the intensities of the stretching frequencies,nCvO andnO–H.

TABLE V. Average NBO delocalization energieskE2lskcal/mold, and
charge transferno→sO–H

* , kqlsa.u.d.a

n kE2l kql

3 7.90 0.002 320
4 19.18 0.005 592
5 25.60 0.007 479
6 29.42 0.008 572
7 31.52 0.009 244
8 33.40 0.009 740
9 34.28 0.009 971

aHF/6-311+ +Gsd,pd NBO values averaged over the number of bifurcated
H bonds, and calculated using the B3LYP/6-311+Gsdd optimized geom-
etries.
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interactions. It is seen that the averagekE(2)l in the tetramer
is more than twice that in the trimer. The cooperativity in-
creases further in the larger clusters approaching an
asymptotic value of about 35 kcal/mol asn→`. It is con-
venient to examine the relationship between the average
second-order stabilization energies,kE(2)l, and the average
dissociation energies,kDel or kDol. A graphical representa-
tion of these parameters is displayed in Fig. 8, where it is
evident that the average second-order stabilization energies
for the clusters of sizen=3 to n=9 correlate linearly with the
corresponding dissociation energies. Using an estimated lim-
iting value of 35 kcal/mol forkE(2)l, and the linear fitting
equations of Fig. 8, we obtain converged values forkDel and
kDol of 23.0 and 20.8 kcal/mol, respectively. These values
compare remarkably well with the previously estimated val-
ues obtained using the relationship betweenDnO–H shifts and
average dissociation energies.

B. Charge distributions

The NBO analysis of the wave functions provides infor-
mation about charge distribution over the clusters. The aver-
age amount, per bifurcated hydrogen bond, ofnO→sO–H

*

charge transferred in a given cluster can be estimated by70

qn→s* < 2hFsn,s*d/sC̄s* − C̄ndj2,

where the meaning ofF(n,s*) , C̄s* , andC̄n were given ear-
lier. The results for the cyclic clusters are exhibited in Table
V. The cyclic clusters of carbonic acid display important
cooperativity, with a marked rising of the amount of charge
transfer as the ring size grows. Thus, the electron density
flow from the proton donor unit to the proton acceptor unit
causes a mutual polarization which results in the enhance-
ment of the proton donor and acceptor capabilities of the
respective units. The enhanced donor and acceptor capabili-
ties result in a cooperative strengthening of each individual
bifurcated hydrogen bond. As with the other indicators used
in this work, the cooperative effects manifested in thenO

→sO–H
* charge transfer are close to convergence in the larg-

est cluster.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that cooperative effects play a signifi-
cant role in the stabilization of ring-like networks containing

bifurcated H-bonding interaction of the H1…A…H2 type
where the two proton-donors are in the same molecule. Car-
bonic acid in itscis–cisform was used as the basic structural
motif to construct the two-dimensional network consisting of
ring-like structures of up to nine monomers. Although the
cis–cisgeometry configuration is the least stable of the three
minimum-energy isomers of carbonic acid, it benefits consid-
erably from the cooperativity effects present in ring-like net-
works of three-centered H-bonding interactions. Therefore,
ring-like clusters rather than the monomer or dimer offer an
important alternative for investigating the stability ofcis–cis
carbonic acid. A similar conclusion has been made for the
trans–trans carbonic acid monomer in regard to its dimer,
and linear H-bonded analogs of thetrans–transdimer.42,53

Interestingly, while two conventional two-centered H bonds
stabilize thetrans–transdimer, a three-centered H bond is
responsible for stabilizing thecis–cisdimer of carbonic acid.
Thus, although three-centered H-bond interactions can be
viewed as a consequence of proton deficiency, in some cases
they may also be considered as the natural result of an inter-
action that is itself energetically favorable and capable of
defining the complex behavior of certain molecules into their
oligomeric clusters In this study, the cooperative effects were
manifested in the energetics, geometry, O–H and CvO
stretching frequencies and intensities. The cooperative ef-
fects were also rationalized using the NBO method. It is
shown that the cooperative effects nearly saturate for the
largest cluster considered,n=9. The estimated average dis-
sociation energy, corrected for zero-point vibrational energy,
asn= →` is 20.6 kcal/mol, which represents a 79% coop-
erative enhancement relative to the corresponding value in
the dimer. Though there is still a lack of experimental evi-
dence necessary to support our study, our results may stimu-
late further experimental and theoretical investigations of
systems containing bifurcated hydrogen bonding. We are cur-
rently interested in molecules or polymers consisting of com-
parable bifurcated hydrogen bonds especially in parallel and
antiparallelb sheets of proteins for which the mean geom-
etries have been previously determined by Fabiolaet al.72
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